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PART I, i'It N Tn AND NEittlY

APP N THE is NE liGY_

Thu many headed monster of G reek my Ihology e a lied the Hydra had the
unpleasant character:stic of growiog back two head; for each one cut off.
The list of crises which have plagued us in the paqt decade seems to behave
somewhat in the same fashion. As soon as we begin to -Cope with one crisis,
two new problems appear. We have seen In rapid succession the problem's
of air pollution, water pollution, noise pollution, monetary crises, mineral
shortages, food shortages, commodity shortages, etc. Now, a new and more
disturbing crisis which implicitly Involved in all the probletas allove has
exploded onto the contemporary scenethe energy

This most recent unpleasantness is particularly alarm 'ng for sev abons.
First, it seemed to develop very rapidly springing Iron political and economic
events over which we had little if any direct control. Inc crisis touched us
all in a more personal sense than have the earlier problems Psted
The average American, still deep in a love affair with the automobile,
experienced great trauma when fuel for the object of his affection e'4ber was
not available, or had to be purchased at a much higher price. Our sendi
tivities were jarred when, in the midst of the eller*, crisis, oil companies
reported record profits. There seemed to be more than a little justification
for the suspicion that the petroleum shortage was engineered, and that in tIie
process, the public had been "had."

A year or so ago, we were exhorted to find new ways to use electri,Aty so
that we could all have,more of the "good life," Now we are bombarded from
the media with hints about how we can do our part to conserve eneru and
help solve the crisis which is im plied to be the public's fault In the first place.

Great gobs. of inforrrtat on about the energy crisis have been disseminated
through the media. Much of it is either misleading, incorrect, or both.
The new drive toward "self sufficiency in ten years" sounds like an admirable
energy goal for the United Stales, but is there more in the concept than meets
the eye? Exploitation of vast coal reserves seems like a good idea, but
should this be at the expense of air pollution standards which were so difficult
to win? is there really an energy crisis, or were the long lines at the
gasoline pumps a short term perturbation, and now its hack to "business as
usual?" Possibly we shouldn't be too concerned with the energy crisis in any
case, because with our technical ability we can engineer a""fix" to the
problem.

The taxpayer is caught in the middle between concepts he doesn't understand
and prescribed solutions- which may or may not produce the desired results.
Most dangerous is the assumption that, being ignorant of the true issues,
the best thing for the average citizen to do is not to worry. "They" will' see



10 111e. pohlorn :111(1 (el1 tp-., what is best to do. /I' coot% :" oficp

expoili:10 it .411 but are n ly in A position iovu ;

vhicii lends a degree of credibi lity I() their comments.

Understanding of the issues and oneepls involved in the c aici y does i0

guarantee good solutions, but it does help avoid making serious blunders or

orrors. '('hi' educated im at le:e;t in a bettor position to objectively

!ho "crisis activity" around him. In .his unit we will explore some of

the fundamental ideas pertaining to the energy crisis, using the computer is ;I

fill 1. When you have completed this manual, you should have some feeling for

Hie dirnensions of the problem, and hopefully you will have. an sianding

(0 it I' the viable )ossibilities for its solution.

mi.' ' 13(11,111'.0 AN1) P.NPIWY

Mejisu ring_ Power

The I way to approah the (-giergy kis initially is with cept of p( r

since ads is generally much more fain 1.11:111 energy. We all 11:1 fUnd:11111111:11

appreciation for the concept of power. The,'differenee between the capabilities

of a :MO horsepower engine and a i horsepower engine is well understood and

unequivocal. This is interesting since most of us haven't the vaguest notion

how much power t horse can deliver: however, through experience, we have

a very (+,:i r picture of what can he done with a 1 horsepower gasoline engine

of a pump or hiwn mower. 't'o provide frame of reference, consider these

typical activities and rough estimates of he power involved:

(,awn Mower flp

Automobile 200 Hp

fet (Hoeing 71)7) , 0 00 lip

measured in 111), 11 lak.k.-1 mower is "small" and jet is "big.

To explore the concept of Bowes` a bit deeper, ns I r the following c _undo-

Suppose that, if' we mow grass for 1 hour with a 1 Hp mower, we use 1 pint

of gasoline. It follows I hat if we mowed for 2 hours, the engine would consume

2 pints of gasoline. The .,:mgine on the mower is thus a device which Converts

the energy of the gasoline ado usc;u1 work (cutting grass) at the rate of 1 pint

of gasoline per hour. Power then, is the rate at which energy (in some form)

is converted to useful wort .

Power Enetig PO converted to useful work

Time a required for conversion



TO forth(_'' illift41 r ttc the COIRP(71 I.V1! "p01,VOr"

htlIOZIO. T110 human body is an engine mong other things) which vonver.
energy from nutritional sources into the wort required to maintain the
operation of the body and to perforni ust'fiil external work (stacking bales of
hay, painting houses, etc.). The average nut rilional requirement of a
human is 2400 large calories of food (energy) per day. Therefore E. '2100 I

(kcal is an abbreviation for 1000 °rain: ry calories which equal to the large
caloric }) and t 211 hours. The computed power rating Is

2100 kcal
hr

Kea hr

This number ha Impact since the unit of power used (Kcal/hr) is not
generally familiar to us. We can convert to Ili) by mulliplying. by 0.001559
giving a human power rating of 0.1550 lip. This number is only an average
power consumption figure, and probably shouldn't be taken too seriously_ .

A man can deliver more power than this but only for short periods of time.
The rating of 0.1559 lip, however, does illustrate. the power advantage man
enjoys through the LINO of energy conversion devices utomobiles, Jets,
machines, etc.).

Another common unit of power is the kilowatt, abbreviated kw. The kw is
1000 watts, the watt being reasonably familiar since we have all purchase('
light bulbs whose power rating IS given in watts. But, 'what is the relation-
ship between a kw and a Hp? Let's look at an example. An electric
griddle typically has a power rating of about 1.5 kw. The griddle converts
electrical energy into heat which is then used to cook food. To make the
power rating more meaningful, we can convert from kw to Hp by multiplying
by 1.3410. The electric griddle, rated at 1.5 kw, thus has a horsepower
rating of 2.012 Hp. This is a very good illustration of the way ve often
silently consume huge amounts of enera. The contrast between eg
sputtering on the griddle, and two lawn mowers working outside the kitchen
window is dramatic, yet the two activities are consuming energy at roughly
the same rate:

A third unit of power which is commonly used is the British Thermal Unit
abbreviated BTU. A medium sized air conditioner which would cool two large
rooms has a .rating of 13,000 BTU's. That is, the air conditioner can
remove heat at the rate of 1:3,000 BTU/hr. As before, this unit of .power

is difficult to appreciate. We can convert to Hp by multiplying by 0.0001929.
Thus, 13,000 BTU/hr is equivalent to 5.11 lip. The. contrast between silent,
cool air and a 5 Hp engine consuming gasoline and making noise is again
dramatic.
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if Iip, variolc: !tom!! ralingt: Illus l':ir pi.uvideH Ilw
--y revetililw eoninarkun. Arraiw,ed in decreasing order we have

del
Car
Al r Condit loner
Lawn Mower
Iluman

:10,000 lip
200 lip

1p

lIp
U. lip

W we can express jets in terms of cars or lawn mowcerH to gcl Inc relative
power rating,:. These comparlsont: are given in Table 1. The numbers are
rounded off and are not precise calculations. The intent is to provide a mean-
ingful basis to gauge energy demands of various activities. It is Important,
for example, lo realize that when driving a ear we are consundng energy at

a rale equivalent to the notril ieno I requirements of 1200 humans. We should
understand that a jet consonie,; (beery a rate equal to 200,000 people, irr
6000 :ir conditioners. If the general I rend of the numbers in rnilile 1 is kepi
in Mind, off-handed comments or projections ahout energy consumption will
begin to he viewed in a significant new light.

--
JET CAR

AIR COND-
ITIONEI{

LAWN
MOWEit HUMAN

JET

CAR

AIR CONDITIoNER

LAVIN AlOWElf

HUMAN

1 150

1

0, 000

40

30,000

200

200,000

1,200

30

Now, let's turn the

Table 1 Comparisons of lip Ratings.

Elju

itrnent .ound and look at energy rather than power.

Converted Power x Conversion

r- Pt



If we d rive a car with :1 rat lag ''1 200 lip for 5 hours, the energy (111S11111 I

is 1000 lip hr. We note that lip lir Is not one of Me measures of enemy
we are most familiar with. However, if we cook on a 1,5 kw griddle for Iwo
hours, we consume 3 kw fir of energy. ThIN 111th 171' ont '1' a is more
familiar H Ince It is the way are billed for electricity in our homes.
Us illy we pay a few cents for each kw hr of eleci Heal energy consumed,

that the nutritional requirement for n human is 240(1 Kcal per clay.
In two days a human would consume 1800 Kcal or ,1,500,90o calories of
encl.*. An air conditioner with a rating of 10,000 13T1t per hr operating
for 5 hours will process 50,000, Rill's of heat energy.

Other useful energy units can be derived front those we have been discussing.
For example, pound of coal lots a realt7,able energy content of about
13,100 Thus, 26,200 WIT of ouero can equivalently be ex-pressed
as 2 pounds of coal. A barrel of oil has an energy content of about
5,510,000 11711. Thus, 10,000,000 13T1Ps and 1,815 barrels of oil tleserll e
the same realizable quantity of energy.

Often, "equivalent energy units" can alloy its to COO Vey much (done rhea
than do the rigorous scientific units. Five kw hes limy o may not say
much to us; however, the equivalent unit-42.99 human hrs--has much more
meaning. We can readily see that the 5 kw hrs of energy means enough
energy to sustain I human for about 4:1 bolltrs, or (In humans for 1 hour.
Likewise 10,000 barrels of oil Is simply a lot of oil to most of us, Its
equivalent-721.5 jet hours, or 108,200 car hoursis something we can
identify with

T;ucrr_ anti Power Conversion

All we have discussed thus far, and a great deal more, is sumrnar
In Table 2. This table gives the conversion factors necessary to convert
from one energy measure to another, or from one power rating to another.
If we are interested in energy conversion, the information at the left and
top of the table is used to locate the proper conversion factor. If power
ratings are to be converted the information at the right and bottom of the
table is used. The "E notation" familiar to 11A.SIC language users has
been used In the table_ In this notation 5. 200E-8 5. 200 x 10-8
7.635E7 7.633 x 107 and so on.

To illustrate the use of Table 2, suppose we convert the nutritional energy
consumed by a town of 10,000 people in one year 0 an equivalent number
of barrels of oil. Human hrs 10,000 x :165 I - 8.760E7. From the
table we see that to get barrels of oil, we must multiply human hours by
7.206E-5. Therefore, barrels of oil 8.760E7 x 7.206E-5 6212, If
we further desire to convert this quantity to jet hours the table indicates we
must multiply by 7.215E-2. Jet hours =-= 6312 x 7.215F,-2 455. ThuS,
10,000 people for a year === 6312 barrels of oil 455 jet hours.
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Table 2. Energy -Power Conversion Fae sl

Ass_rnptions: 1 gal gasoline --, 1.26E5 BTU, 1 lb. coal 1.31E4 13TU

1 Cu ft natural gas = 1.050E3 BTU, 1 barrel oil 5.51E6 BTL,
1 ear 200 Hp, 1 jet ,--' 30,000 Hp, 1 human 7 .156 Hp

1
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We e to c: !onvert power, measu by .I.lu same pim es s ex use the nfor alien

on the bottom anti right of the ( able, To rule, one jet is equivalent to how
many T3TU's per hour? Prom the table we see to get 131,11's per hour we

must multiply I. he number of jet s by 7. 635E7. Therefore, I jet, 01500)00 BTU

per hour. We note In passing that this is equivalent In many many air bendilloners.

use the conversion ftietor in Table 2 to acquire "feeling;" for a wide
range of phenomenahearing on energy and powc r. If you have access to

,pocket, calculator or know how to use a slide' rule, the exercises can he d

quite easily without resorting to the computer. For those who prefer to
the computer, a simple prcii am is given in Figure, 1,

HEM CONY PROG
11kf PRINT

PRFNT
1:1 '7It INT "Ql iAN ITY WEED";

110 INPUT X
150 PRINT' CONVERSION FA(
160 INPUT 1r
170 PRINT "CONVERTED QUANTITY ";17+-X

180 OO'I'O 110
1110 END

Fig. 1. Conversion program.

EMS

A frankfur. contains about 150 Kcal of --od encri:w.

a How many BTU's is (his?
h. How ninny human hours?

Suppose we eat and convert' to energy 2 frankfurters
per hour. What is the power rat ing- in Hp?

A quarter pound block of TNT has ,an enc -py content of 410 1ie,tl.
A quarter pound block of butter has an energy content of 812' Kcal.

a. Assume it takes 24 hours far the quarter pound .of huller 10
he converted to eneriv. Compute the power rating in kw
and Hp.

b. Assume it takes 0.0001 seconds (or 2.778E-8 hr.) for the'
quarter pound of TNT to be converted to energy. Compute
the power rating in kw and Hp.

The eneriw content ratio of TNT to butter is about I to 2.
During the time one is being converted, what is t

power ratio of TNT to butter?



The 1970 population of alifornia was about 20,000,000 people.

a. How many jets will consume energy at the same rate as
the nutritional requirements of the population of California?

What is the nutritional power rating of the population of
California in barrels of oil per hour?

What is the nutritional power rating in horsepower?

The overall energy consumption per capita in the United States
is about 20,500 BTU per hour, while the same figure in Japan
is about 3400 BTU per hour. I

What is the equivalent horsepower Laing for a United
States family of five?

b. What is the equivalent horsepower rating for a
Japanese family of five?

5. One of the largest electrical generation facilities in the world IS
-7. operated by the TVA at Paradise, Kentucky., The plant has a

capacity of'1,150,000 kw. What is this power rating in

a. Tons of coal per day?

b. Barrels of oil per day?

c. Jets?

d. Cars

e. The actual consumption of coal is 10,570 tons of coal per
day (enough to fill 210 railroad cars). -How do you explain
the difference between this number and the answer
obtained in a. 7 What is the 'overall conversion efficiency
of the plant, if

Energy Consumed
%© efficiency Actual Consumption

x 100

6. The 1971 u o °bile registration in the United States was 92,700,000.

On the average 92,700,000 cars operating intermittently
is equivalent to how many cars operating continuously?
(Make a reasonable estimate.)



b. How many barrels of oil per hour are implied
by the answer to part a?

c. Assuming a conversion efficiency of 50% from coal
to electricity_ , how much coal (tons per hour) would
be required if we powered the cars by ,electricity
in the answer to part a, and generated the electricity
from coal?

In 1971 the United States produced 22.5 trillion (22.5E12)
cubic feet of natural gas. Averaging the production out over
365 days, what is the natural gas production power rating:

a. In 11-w ?

b. In jets?

c. In power plants (1,000,000 kw per plant)?



PART IL ENERGY CONSUMPTION AN i SUPPLY

EXPONENTIAL GROWTH

At the heart of the energy crisis are exponentially growing energy demands

while the supplies of energy tend to remain fixed. The whole notion of
exponential growth is not well understood in general, because we ordinal-11Y

tend to think Ut terms of linear growth. Since the contrast between linear
and exponential growth has such fundamental importance, we must make
certain that the characteristics are clearly understood..

Linear growth is characterized by a fixed amount added in each time
interval. To Illustrate, suppo'se we agree to work for I cent the first
day, 3 cents the second, 5 cents the third day, and so on. The daily
pay is growing linearly ,.at the rate of 2 cents per day. (The term "ling
refers to straight line gTowth.)

Fig. 2. Linear growth is in a straight line.
0

Exponential growth, on the other hand, is quite different. Here instead
of adding a fixed amount, a fixed percentage of, the amount at the
beginning of each tone period is added during that time period. If we

return to the example of receiving 1 cent pay the first day, but now set
the growth at 100% each day, we would receive 1 cent the first day,
2 cents the second, 4 cents the third day, and so, en. In this particular

-1 4

11



case when the growth in each time interva
t line interval.

Fig.

100%, there is

Exponential gro th double in each time interval.

The comparison between the two types of growth is shown in the list in
Fig. 4.

12

Day

1

2
3

4

5
6

7

8

9
10

Linear
Growth

5

7

9
11

13
15
17
19

Exponential
Growth

1

2

4
8

16
32
64

128
256
512

Fig. 4. Exponential versus linear growth.

15



Now it is clear why the old fable about working for 1 cent the first day,
__2_eents _the-second,--4-cents- the third-and so forth is so-startling.

As seen in Figure 2 the wages the 10th day would be $5.12. If we
project forward the worker receives $5,242.88 on the 20th day, and
$5,368,709.12 on the 30th day. Such are the astonishing and somewhat
terrifying characteristics of exponential 'growth.

is also clear that no quantity can grow exponentially for too long
without absurd conclusions. If a doubling process is allowed to proceed
for 333 time periods, the quantity will have grown to a googol (10100 or
1 followed by 100 zeros) a number so large there is question whether any
physical meaning can be assigned to it. Thus, we can be very certain that
if bacteria are doubling, for example, that the process will be interrupted
long before 333 doubling times have passed. A simple program which will
permit us to investigate exponential growth is given in Figure 5.

100 REM GEO
110 PRINT
120 PRINT "INITIAL AMOUNT";
130 INPUT A
140 PRINT "PER CENT GROWTH PER TIME INTERVAL;
150 INPUT P
160 PRINT "HOW MANY INTERVALS";
170 INPUT N
180 PRINT
190 PRINT
200- -PRINT ,"INTERVAL "; -"AMO +TT "-
210 PRINT
220 FOR I = 1 TO N
230 PRINT I,A
240 LET A=A+P*A 100
250 NEXT I
260 END

F Program for exponential growth.

The 5 Two

the exercises concerning resources and consumption r't the end of this
section we will examine the characteristics of exponential growth in detail.
However, there is a very simple rule which can give quick information
about the subject. If the growth in percent in each time period is divided
into 72, the result is the number of time periods to double the quantity
growing.

If we are lucky enough to find a steady 12% investment and invest $1000,
leaving the interest to add to the principal, the investment will grow to
$2000 in 72/12 or 6 years. If bacteria increase by 2% each hour, the

16,



number of-bacteria will double in 72/2 or 36 hours, The rule of 72 is not precise,
but it does give very rapid and reasonably correct insight into exponential growth.

RESOURCES AND CONSUMPTION

Oil Reserves and Consumption

There is a bewildering, and often contradictory, set of data purporting to
describe the' world oil reserves and consumption rates. Upper estimates of
the Earth's original qtareof oil range from 100t) to 2900 billion barrels.1____Of

course, the originak-Amouih\present isn't what concerns us the most at the
present time. What we need to know is: how much oil is presently available
for exploitation on some reasonable economic basis, what is the present
consumption rate, and how is the consumption rate changing?

The U.S. Bureau of Mines estimates the known global reserves at 455 billion
barrels. The global consumption rate is about 15 billion barrels per year, and

is growing at an average rate of 3.9 percent per year.2 Putting aside for the
moment the staggering political and distribution problems involved in equitable
consumption of the world's oil reserves, and assuming that there is no additional
grow,.... in consumption rates, we have a 31 year supply of oil remaining. Of

cuurse, even this alarmingly small number of years must be very optimistic
because it is almost certain that consumption rates will grow, if not in the
developed countries,, then certainly in the underdeveloped countries.

A program which-will enable-US -to- investigate-derylettrestitrrees----with
assumed growth in consumption rates is given in Fig. 6. We will use this
program to consider other depletable energy resources in turn. Without making
any calculations beyond those presented above, however, we can already conclude
that there must be fundamental and far reaching changes in the United States in
the next- three decades. It is particularly Important to consider the United
States ,since with only 6% of the world population, we account for approximately
33% of the total energy consumption.3 First, there is bound to be a shift away
from oil to other energy resources. This will cause economic shock waves in
those, parts of our economy primarily concerned with consumption of oil (the
automobile and power production industries). Second, the oil will not simply run
out on a given day. As the oil reserves become more difficult to locate and
work,- the price of oil must inevitably rise. There is only one way gasoline
prices can go, and that is up! To fail to recognize these simple facts is to
deal In the most dangerous type of fantasy.

14
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00. REM RES DEPL
110 PRINT
120 PRINT "TOTAL RESOURCE (ARBITRARY UNITS) ",
130 INPUT T
140 PRINT "ANNUAL CONSUMPTION (SAME UNITS) ,

15$ INPUT A
16$ PUNT "ANNUAL GROWTH IN CONSUMPTION (PERCENT) ",
170 INPUT R
180 LET N=1
190 LET T=T-A
200 IF T<0 THEN 240

-210LET A--=(-1+R/100)-*A
220 LET N=N+1
230 GOTO 19$
24$ PRINT
250 PRINT "RESOURCE DEPLETED IN ""N "" YEARS"
260 END

Fig. 6. Programfor resource depletion.

Coal Reserves and Consum,tion

The world situation with regard to coal is certainly much brighter than the
oil picture. The known global reserves of coal are estimated to be 5000
billion tons. The annual total consumption is about 2 billion tons per year,
and the consumption rate is growing at 4.19) per year.4

If world consumption went on at the present rate, there would be a 2500 year
supply which looks very good indeed. However, the oil will certainly be
exhausted soon, and we realistically should replace consumption of oil with,
coal. The present world consumption of oil is 15 billion barrels of oil
per year, which is equivalent to 3.2 billion tons of coal per year. Thus,
the 'total consumption of coal and oil is equiValent to 5.2 billion tons of
coal per year, giving a 480 year supply at present rates. Even with
reasonable growth in consumption rates, it would appear that there is still
plenty of coal.

The true situation is not quite this simple. First, the mining of oal
Itself can be very destructive to the environment. Underground mining
does little to the land but is expensive compared to other methods. The
mining method preferred by coal companies is strip mining where the coal
deposits die laid bare ,and scooped out with mammoth machines. This is
the process that has laid waste to large areas in ,Appalachia. Powerful
forces are presently being brought on Congress to pass' legislation requiring
strip miners to restore the land they dtg'up to the same condition it was
in when they found it. However, this will add to the price of strip mined
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coal, and may well foreclose the possibility of massive
huge coal deposits in Montana and Wyoming.

ip rninin g of

Another problem is that combustion of coal, most of it with high sulfur

content, produces unacceptable levels of air pollution. We will have gained

little if we solve thesoil crisis by turning to coal, and in the process convert
the atmosphere into an open air cesspool: The technology is available to

convert coal to synthetic oil or natural gas. Synthetic oil was -produced from

coal in Germany in World War II. Massive projects are underway in the

United States now to develop an economically sound coal gasification process.
However, coal gasification is still in the experimental or pilot plant stage

and is many years away from a significant contribution to the nation's energy
needs.-- For_the next decade,it seems likely that we will continue to use oil

reserves, buying time to develop the technology lo take :advantage-of-our coat

resources without creating an ecological disaster.

Natural Gas ves and. Consumption

Of all the fossil fuels, natural gas is in the shortest supply and the greatest

demand. Natural gas provides the cleanest source of energy, and is used in
many different manufacturing processes. The world situation with regard to
natural gas, however, closely parallels that of oil. This is not accidental since
there is an almost constant ratio of natural gas reserves to oil reserves.
Historically,. about 6000 cubic feet of natural gas are discovered for each

barrel of oil.

The world . reserves of natural gas are estimated to be 1140 trillion-(1140E121

cubic feet. The world wide consumption is 30 trillion cubic feet per year arid
is increasing at an average,annual rate of 4.7%5 If consumption remains at
the present level, there is a 38 year supply left.

The United States is in a particularly unfortunate position in that federal
regulation of natural 'gas prices has encouraged residential and industrial
usage at a time when the gas prices should realistically be much higher.
Thus, an artifically law price, and delay in development of new natural gas
fields has produced a serious shortage in the United States. It is interesting
to note that one of the first trade agreements with Russia calls for importing
large quantities of liquified natural gas.

Other Ens air. Reserves

Much has been said recently about nuclear, geothermal, solar, tidal, and other
new sources of energy. In the long run some of these new power sources
may be very promising. At the present time, however, nuclear pcwer plants

are still not providing a significant part of the total energy input into our
economy. In point of fact, our economy 'is almost completely dependent upon
oil, natural gas, and coal, and probably will continue to be so for the next
decade. This is required by the lead time needed to design, construct, and
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begin operation of new nuclear power plants. Other new sources of
power will require even longer lead times. Like it or not, we are
inescapably bound to the economics and politics of fossil fuel for the
near future.

EXERCISES

Use the program in Fig. 5 to verify the of seventy
two." Look at growth rates of 1, 2, 3, ..., 20%. For
what growth rates Is the rule most applicable?

In an exponentially doubling process, the size at any stage
is 1 more than the sum of all the preceding stages (check
this out in Fig. 4.) After about 10 doubling periods, the
surn-of all the sizes is essentially =double the last one.
Use this fact to investigate how much wheat is involved
in-the Indian fable about 1, grain of wheat on the first
square of a chess board, 2 grains on the second, 4 grains
on the third square, and so on for the entire 64 squares
on the board. How many grains of wheat are on the
board? (Extra credit: Assume a grain of wheat is 0.25
inches long and 0.02 inches in diameter. How big a bin
would be required to hold the wheat?)

Use the program in Fig. 6 to investigate the ime to
depletion of the fossil fuels discussed in this chapter.

Begin with the estimated reserves, annual
consumption, and growth rates given -in the
discuss ion.

b. Find out what is the effect of changing the size
of the reserves.

c. What is the effect of changing the growth in
consumption?

Suppose we cut down on consumption (a negative
percentage in growth of consumption) ? What ,

effect does this have on times to depletion?
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Possibly the nations of the world could stretcIL out the oil ,

reserves by cutting back on the growth in consumption by a

fixed amount each year as indicated_ below.

Growth in
Year pnsumptton

1 4%
3%

3 2%

4 1%

5 0%

6 -1%
-2%

etc.

The growth in consumption is decremented by a constant amount

each year. Modify the program in Fig. 6 to take this into
account by adding these lines:

175 PRDIT "DEC EME T";
176 INPUT D
215 LET 13-÷-13-D

Try different decrements and see what the effect is on the

lifetime of the oil reserves.

Optional for Programmers

5. Let D be the depletion of a resource In percent, and N be the number

of doubling periods in consumption of the resource to exhaustion. The

relation between N and D is

18

N D
0. 301205

Write a BASIC program to generate a table giving N for D.
equal to 100, 10, 1, 0.1; ..., 0.00000001%.

b. Suppose we have used 10% of the world's oil, and that the
grpwth in consumption is 4% per year. What is the doubling
period in years? Bow many years until depletion of the oil
resources?
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c. Suppose we have used only, 0.1% of the oil
'supply In the world. What does thls do to the
answers to b.?



PART III. ENERGY COICONVERSION DISTRIBUTION

ENERGY CONVERSION

Energy resources in their natural form are usually not available or useful
to us as consumers. A barrel of crude oil,. in a well in Kuwait is of
no value when we attempt to prepare a meal on an electric range in
California. Sbrnilarly, water impounded in a dam above a hydroelectric
plant in Washington provides no direct assistance to a commuter traveling
to work irk Chicago.

and
must be transformed into forms which are

easy to distribute and convenient to use. An Important, difficulty in the
complex of energy-related problems is that the processes of converting
and distributing energy are not very efficient.

When o ambling the effectiveness of an energy conversion process, the
energy losses at each stage are considered. Table 3 gives a number of
conversion processes and their corresponding efficiencies. The ratings
were taken from a ,number of sources and" should be considered only as
typical. They are sufficiently accurate, however, to provide insight into
the overall efficiency of energy consumpt patterns.

By efficiency, we mean the fraction of energy that survives the process.
For example; Table 3 indicates that a diesel engine has a conversion
efficiency of 0.38. If 1000 BTU's of diesel fuel are consumed by. the
engine, only 380 BTU's -(equivalent) are delivered In the form of
mechanical energy. The balance of 820 BTIPs is lost in the form of
heat Which may not be recovered. If more than one stage is involved,
the corresponding efficiencies must be multiplied together. If the diesel
engine is coupled to an electric generator which is used to power an
incandeicent lighting, system, the overall efficiency is

0.38 x 0.98 x 0,05 8 0.619

In this example, for every 1000 units of energy that enter the
conversion process, only 19 emerge as light, with 981 units lost and
no longer available. This example makes it painfully clear that this
Ow of illumination is incredibly wasteful.

Figures in Table 3 indicate that water turbines are efficient, as are
electric generators. It seems clear that the most efficient way to utilize
hydropower Is in hydroelectric. plants. The overall efficiency of the
generation of electricity bylwdroelectric plants is:

0.83 x 0.98 - 0.81
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Device Efficiency Converts

Efie-sel Engine O.3 s Fossil Fuel (diesel oil) vviechanical Energy

Gasoline Engine. 0, 25 Fossil Fuel (gasoline) Mechanical Enerpy

Water Turbine 0.83 Energy of falling water Mechanical Energy

Steam Turbine 0.47 Steam Mechanical Energy

Electric Motor 0.63 Electricity Mechanical Energy

Human 0.24 Food Energy Meehan ical Energy

Steam Boiler .88 Fossil' Fuel (any type)' Steam

Nuclear Reactor O. C5 Nuclear Fuel (uranium Steam

Gas Furnace 0. MS Fossil Fuel (natural gas) Heat

Oil Furnace. 0. C5 Fossil Fuel (heating oil) Heat

Gas flange 0. C5 Fossil Fuel (natural gas) heat

Electric Range 0. DO Electricity Heat

Thermocouple 0. 07 Heat Electricity

Generator 0. 98 Mechanical Ener Electricity

Solar ell 0. 10 Light Electricity

Fuel Cell' 0 CO Elemental Fuels and
02 Electricity

Incande sdenk Light 0. 05 Electricity Eight

Florescent Light O.20 Electricity,. Light

Electrolysis Cell 0. 98 Electricity Elemental Fuels
0-12 and (32

Table 3. Energy Conversion Efficiencies
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An additional advantage of this process is that hydroelectric plants are clean,
and nonpbiluting. Unfortunately,-Nhe amount of developed hydroelectric power
available in 1970 to the United Stales was only about 4.2% of the total energy
consumption. Geography and weather place absolute upper limits on the
hydrokeetrie' power that is theoretically, available. This becomes very clear-,
if we compare the hydroelectric potential to the annual pier capita consumption

-of power in the United States which is about 10 kw. The entire hydroelectric
potential in the United States is 0.8 kw per capita Which is about 8%, of our
current energy consumption. At the other extreme, Norway has a hydro
electric potential of 13 kw per capita.6 Obviously hydroelectric power cannot
provide long range solutions to the energy problems facing the United States.

If one were to step into an electrie generating plant in the United States,
the odds are overwhelming. that it will be a steam generating plant fired
fossil 'fuel. The conversion is by steam boiler, to steam turbine, to
generator with an overall efficiency of

0.88 x 0.47 x 0.98 - 0.41

..It is most important to note that if 1000 energy, units are converted to
electricity by this process, 590 units will be lost as a heat load to the
environment. Any time electric applications a.re considered, we rIttst
remember this basic -fact. lf, as mime recommend, we move to ru;-*';-tt.
elarltric plants, the overall efficiency

0.65 x 0.47 x 0.98 0.30

goes down and the heat load on the environment is increased. In additson,
nuclear plants pose difficult safety and disposal problems; their
radioactive fuels and wastes, while not explosive, are extremely
toxic.

ENERGY DI TI BUTTON

Just as important as the conversion of energy in providing consumers with
usable energy is its distribution. Certain types of energy, such as mechanical
enera, steam and heat, can only be distributed irra.very limited sense.
For example, it is practicable to distribute steam within a plant, or even
possibly within a town; however, it is not possible to distribute-
economically over larger areas.

The network of high voltage transmission lines which crisscross the
United States bears mute testimony to the ease with which 'electricity can
be distributed. Indeed, this distribution system extends into individual
rooms within our hbmes. If society desires, the generating plants can be
located far from the area served with consequent decrease in air pollution
for the consumer.
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The Vast majority of our, energy needs are provided by ,fossil fuels. Oil can
be distribtited easily over land through pipelines. The cheapest mode of
transportation of oil knewn is -f3y sea. The super 'tankers. shuttling from.
the rnideast to world markers transport incredible quantities of crude oil
very economically. ,Like ()%I, natbral, as can' be moved basilf in pipe lines;
and it can also be moved in refrigerated tankers -which hold liquified
natural gas for 6eean transport. Coal can be moved ecorTrnically ,in any
bulk ,transport facility (trains, ships; barges; etc.); coal-can algobe
Pulverized, mixed with water to make a slurry, and then pumped through
pipelines as any other fluid.

In summary, fossil fuels can ire transmitted and distribuied easily using
existing techniques. When fuels are converted to -electricity, the energy
can be distributed very easily over transmission lines. This fact (among
others) has encouraged the rapid growth in demand for electricity.

NEW ENERGY CONV R IONS

As the price of fossil fuels goes up, as it inevitably must, serious eensideration
must be given to new sources of energy. These include:

Nuclear reactors

Breeder reactors

Solar en

Wind ene

e. Tidal

f. Geothermal energy

Fu s ion reactors

Each of these has certain advantages and each has problems which must

be considered and dealt with.

Nuclear reactors are already on the scene. Every year new plans come
,on-line nand new construction permits are filed. Nuclear fuel (Uranium 235)
is fissioned, or split, with the resultant release of energy used lo generate
stearn which throligh turbines powers electric generators. As already
discussed, the process is not particularly economical having an overall
efficiency of about 30%. Two serious problems mar the desirability of
nuclear power. The first is that there are limited supplies of uranium
to fuel the reactors. It would only be a question of time until the price
of nuclear generated electric power would star_ t the ,inevitable climb due to
scarcity of uranium. The second problem is more .serious -that of absolute
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containment of I be rad ioacti ve res blues 1 01 111 I he vendors. 1Vl uc h has !teen
written, and many solutions have been proposed, but no foolproof method has
been demonstrated to date, This hay.ard of radioactive eontaminat ion is
responsible for most of the protests against nuclear pm,ver that have been
filed by environmental groups.

Breeder reactors offer as olution to the potential uranium shortage problem
mentioned above, Our log the flms ion process, neutrons which are released
iaa abundance ean lie used to convert a non fissionable form of uranium (Lt2:18)
to a fiss tunable form of 'Antonioni ( Pu2:19). In effect, while generating power

breeder reactor generates new fuel which can be used to generate more
power. The problem of radioactive residue, however, remains.
technology for the breeder reactor is not well developed. It seems likely
that significant power generated by breeder reactors is at least a decade
away.

Solar c ,yr has 1 'en referred to as the "giant beyond reach." Whether
this is true or not remains to he seen. It was solar energy, converted to
biomass by photosynthesis laid down over millions of years that Is responsible
for the fossil fuels we are depleting in a few decades In modern Limes. A

little data shows why solar energy is potentially so attractive. At the latitude
of the United States, about 0.15 watt per square inch of power is received
at ground level from the sun. From here on, it is strictly a question of
efficiency of conversion. Solar cells have proven efficiencies of at least 1 "

At this efficiency 1 kw of electric power would require a square solar cell
22 feet on a side. Pligher efficiencies would cut down the size of the necessary
converters. At the rirement time, a great deal of research is taking place
looking for cheap, efficient ways to convert solar power to electricity or heat.
At 50% efficiency, the 1970 power requirements of the United States could be
furnished (when the sun is shining'.) with a square conversion facility 85 miles
on each Side.

Since the solar- encro Is available only during hours of sunshine, this source
of energy is feasible only if a storage mechanism can be found to permit the
steady distribution of power. One very attractive solution has been proposed.
Electricity generated during hours of sunshine would be used in electrolytic
cells to convert water to hydrogen and oxygen, These gasses could he
distributed using natural gas distribution facilities and eonSurned as fads.
Or, the, gasses could be recombined Er fuel cells which generate electricity
with water as a byproduct. The electricity generated with fuel cells is
completely nonpolluting. A 42 million dollar project is under way at Pratt
& Whitney to develop a 2(1,000 kw fuel cell. Nine power companies hope to

,begin delivering fuel cell produced electricity by 1978. Each of the 20,000
kw fuel cells will produce Sufficient electricity for a city of 20,000, will be
located on less than half an acre, and will be about 18 feet high.



d energy hti s been used since early In the cen airy In provide pour. r.

hi modern titres, technology has Ignored this free Holirec of energy,
Considerable power Is available. One source indieales the average wind

power In the (Mahon ily area is a about 114.5 waits per square foot of

area perpendicular to the wind direction.? In 1941, an experimental wind

turbine was constructed in Vermont which developed up to 1400 kw of

power. At ant tine studies indicated that an economically optimum wind

turbine would stand about 105 feet. 1-14:0, with a diameler of about 225 feet,

and could deliver up to 2000 kw.8 Since that time new lochniques, and

especially new materials may have made wind power much more feasible.

The federal government has a five year program which will study and

build prototype wind power plants. 13y mid-1975 a 100 kw wind operated

plant capable of heating, cooling, and lighting six homes will be in operation

in Ohio. As in solar energy, if the electricity produced from the inter-
-rrOttent viral Is used to produce oxygen and hydrogen, constant distribution

of energy can be achieved. Once again, no pollution results from harnassing

this energy source.

The tides furnish another free source of energy. 'rue total tidal power has

been estimated at :3 billion kw. As the tides flow, water can he impounded

and subsequently directed through turbines. Only one full scale tidal
electric plant is In operation. Built on the channel coast. of France, and

reed up in 19E16, it had an initial power output of 240,000 kw,.9 The

average power consumed per capita in the United States is 10 kw. Thus

the total power consumption In the U.S. at the present time Is about 2 billion

kw, or about the same as the total estimated I idal power. It is clt r that

If world power requirements keep growing, tidal power can only part of

the total solution.

There are two potential sources of geothermal power. The first derives

steam from underground volcanic activity near the surface of the earth. At

several loeat ions in thie world, power is being produced commercially from

this source. The total capacity has been estimated to be 0.'4 billion kw.
A-second source which potentially is far larger is the heat conduction in

the earth's rock crust. This has been estimated to have a total capacity
of 32 billion kw, or roughly 10 times the 1970 U.S. power rating. lu There

-vire great unsolved technical problems in the economical recovery of geothermal

power In significant quantitites. As the price of fossil fuel increases,
geothermal power will certainly receive more attention.

U there is an ultimate source of energy it is controlled fusion. The energy

is derived from the fusion, or joining together, or deuteriumone of the

forms of hydrogen. This is the same source of energy utilized in a hydrogen

bomb, except the energy release Is controlled. The most plentiful source
of hydrogen is water. For _every 5000 atoms of ordinary hydrogen in water

a single atom of deuterium 1S-- present. To give sonic idea of the energy
involved, the deuterium in 1 gall
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about of tide onouol HIM) Wo 11,11111.:1W1 h0

oceans to reduce the initial coneentration by 1(X,, the env ra I ba I 'mien( ially

could be produced through controlled fusion would he about 500,000 limas riu
energy of the world's total initial supply or fossil fuels,I I

Contr Red In uncertain CO vt4 inty . It is certain [hal cont rolled
fusion will be available. It is uncertain just when it will he a reality,
consequences of free energy in unlit-Ili tett q Lund I ies are nil od boggling!
however, this is vvivil implied by controlled fus ion, It is clear why most
of the industrial nat ions of the wo rid have large emit rolled fusion research
projects uncle r way,

EXE RCN

1 Exam inc the (qficiene les In Table 3 and make lidat ions

about how and in what forrn energy should be supplied to meet
the needs of a hone assuming that the goal Is to conserve energy.
Rate clearly any assumptions you

The following are etitinrtiies of household appliances and their
power co nsumpt ions:

Power Kw Hours
Per Month

Air Conditioner 1 8

Electric Range 12 100

Refrigerator , 0,205 98

Clothes Dryer 4,35 80

Window Fan . 200 58

Color TV ,315 38

All the appliances except the last two could be powered by
natural as if des ired. Comment on the enero consumption
patterns implied by the appliance ratings. What changes in
habits or energy sources would you recommend?

3. The table below shows the eller*/ resources in BUS -'i 1 in

(he United States. 12

Russia United States

011 (billions of barrels) 400 100

Gas (trillions of cubic fee 3,000 1,000
Coal (billions of Ions) 4,000 1,500
Hydroelectric (billions of waits) 240 160

Uranium (tons) 1,000,000 G60,000
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What are the politicol and ('e mic Mit Ions of the

informati I) in the table?

A scheme that has hoe seriously propcsed is to relense
perhaps 10 billion kw hours of energy underground with
thermonuclear bombs. Assume that half this thermal energy
could be captured and used to generate electricity. Comment

on the leasIllility and, or, desireability of this proposal from
any point of view you desire.

What would he the it tplicttions of large quantities of pollution

free electricity. Whot hanges do you feel would take place

in our economy?

Suppose natural gas furnaces were replaced in homes with
electric furnaces where the electricity is generated in a
natural gas fired plant. Has there been a gain or loss in

efficiency?

The direct costs of air pollution to the consumer from all
sources has been roughly estimated by the Public Health
Service at about $60 per person per year. Power production
from fossil fuels accounts for about one-third of this.
Suppose massive exploitation of coal resources were to take
place. What would happen to the costs of air pollution?
What if instead, the economy shifted to nuclear power?
What about other types of possible pollution?

Municipal solid waste has an energy content of about 5000

BTU per pound. Comment on the feasibility of this as a
source of fuel to generate electricity_ , You may have to
look up other information and make assumptions.



PART IV. ENE' FLOW AN Tit: I I

ENERGY DIS'fl IBUTION

N (IV THANS11(

We are now ready lo look in (let a ii energy consunlitl.Ion In
States, Specifically we arc interested In answers to the follo

How much of our

h. How is this

What is the ov
patterns?

energy cot from each source?

consumed by the economy ?

I t' I I' It ) r%4

United
ng quesllot

I efficiency of the nu in consumption

The basis ;,--.)r the answers to these questions is given In Table 4. The
numbers are percentages of gross consumption of energy in the United
States in 1970 which was 04,600 trillion BTU's per year. This gross
consumption for our society is equivalent to

2.1 billion kw

b. 1.34 million barrels of oil per hour

e 281,000 tons of coal per hour

d. 5,620 railroad cars of coal per hour

Lumped into a single figure, it is difficult to appreciate this quantity of
enero flow. Perhaps the most dramatic impression is that of the consumption
of about 6,000 railroad cars of coal each hour to fuel our economy.

To read Table 4, begin in the upper left corner with sources. We note that
an insignificant amount (0.3%) of our energy came from nuclear sources.
The alarming statistics are in imports of 11.9% of our energy in the form
of petroleum and natural gas. Remember that these numbers are the 1970
rates, and are "pre oil crisis." Certainly the imports are higher now
Of,the total input of energy, 26.4% is used to generate electricity, and
73.6% is consumed in end uses directly.

Following the table down, we see that almost one fifth of our energy .3%)
is lost in electricity generation. The 8% of the total which survives in the
form of electricity is split In consumption between household and commercial
and industrial. Note, however, that household and commercial accounts for
only 4.5% of the total. Thus, if all electricity were to be cut off to homes,
the savings in electricity would not be as much as might be popularly believed,
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Energy
Source

Domestic
Production Import I;xl rtrt

Nuclear 0.3
Hydropower 1.`2

Natural Gas 36, 2 1,4

Petroleum 2G.5 10,5
Coal 23.8

t al

Waste
Energy

Generate Electricity
End Use Connurnpt ion

100

ro fjti GO tie rate

Canf:ureptic,n Elect ricity
I.: mil line
Coos(' iv( ion

0, 3

37,G
27,0
20,0

100.05)

0. 3
4. 2
G. 2 31. 4

3, 0 33. 4

12. 1 8. 8

26. 4% 73. 6%

End
ly Use

8.0
73 G

Total

Electricity
End Use Coosutrtptlon

8. 9
73. 6

Household & Tramp
Commorcial at Loa

4. 5
20. 0

Industrial

24. 5% 25.

3.
28.5

32. 1%

Total
Waste
Energy Work

Household & Commercial 24.5 5. 19.5

Tranaportat ion 25. 2 6.3

Industrial 32. 1 7. 2 24. 9

Enotgy Lost n rating El y

49. 4%

Table 4. Energy Flow through U.S. _:.con orny In 1.970

(Numbers are percentage of gross con.sumption)11
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No electricity is shown being consumed in transportation. Of course, there
are electrically powered transportation systems, but their consumption of
energy 18 less than 0,1% of the gross consumption.

We can ensily compute tare efficiency of the h

In each case

Efficiency

Using this relationship, the ele ,ies are:

IS

100

['ercuritage

household and Como rt_:Ial 80

Transportat ion 25

Industrial 78

constimpt ion.

One thing is ati undantly clear. If we want to save energy, one of the best

places to start is with transportat ion. Since the automobile accounts for
the majority of air pollution it is doubly important to find more efficient
and less polluting forms of mass transportation.

The two numbers at the bottom of Table 4 are most revealing. Of all the
energy that goes into our economy, 50.7% is converted Into useful work,
Thus, the overall efficiency of our society as an energy conversion and
consumption mechanism is about 50%. The other side of the proposition
is that 50 %© of the energy consumed will wind up as a heat load on the
environment. Sooner or later, increasing energy consumption (even if new
sources of enemy can be found) will lead to severe environmental problems
because of this overall conversion efficiency. There is precious little hope
that the overall efficiency of any industrial economy can be raised significantly
above the 50% level.

TRANSPORTATION EFFICEENCYES

As we have seen, transportation activities are among the most wasteful of
energy. Consequently, we will look in detail at the process of energy
consumption by transportation. To measure the efficiency of transportation,
we must consider more than simply the energy input. The whole purpose of
transportation (we shall assume) Is to move people from one point to another.
A car will consume roughly the same amount of energy whether there is a
single occupant or two. However, from the point of view of passenger
efficiency a car carrying two passengers has twice the efficiency of a car
carrying only one, We shall define passeng - efficiency as follows:

Passenger Efficiency (P

Number of Distance Traveled
Passengers In Miles
Gallons of Fuel Required
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Transportation Mode

Ocean Liner
Automobile (urban us

U.S. Supersonic Jr(

747 Jet

Private Plane

Motorcycle (5 Hp)
Commuter Train (2 level)

Highway Bus

Number of Passenger
Passengers I..: file lone les

1600
1 7

2 14

21

150 10

75 5

211)

11)0 12.
50 6

3 :34

2 23

1 11

1 105

1200 120
(300 .60

100 10

22 140
10' 64

'Fable 5. Transportation E iciencie 14

We will assume that all fuels have roughly the same energy content per

gallon he It iesel fuel, jet fuel, or gasoline.

The largest component of transportation is the automobile. If the average
mileage obtained is 14 miles per gallon and the car carries 2 passengers,
the PE is

PE ---- 2 passengers x 14 miles per gallon

= 28 passenger miles per gallon.

If 4 passengers are in the automobile, 'the passenger efficiency jumps to 56.

These numbers convey no particular meaning except in a general sense.
Table 5 gives passenger efficiencies for various transportation methods. The

range of efficiencies is from 5 to 140. We conclude that. a PE of 10 Is
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"bad" while one of 140 is "good." Wherever ix , sib the should arrange
transportation modes having efficiencies of over 100.

It is clear that maximum passenger loads arc necessary to achieve
maximum passenger: efficiency. A 747 jet transport with 210 passengers
has PE 25, while if the load is only 50 passengers the PE drops to 6.
The author has been on transcontinental flights, in a 747 with only 26 other
passengers. This ridiculous situations springs from complex roots. It

is doubtful whether our economy can afford the luxury of such wasteful
practices in the future.

Note that the highest passenger efficiency is for a highway bus. This suggests
a very effective and reasonably rapid "fix" for mass transportation problems.
Get people out of cars and into buses. A rapid transit system based on buses
certainly doesn't have the glamour of a computer operated, electrified system
(such as the Bay Area Rapid Transit system (BART) ,presently finishing
completion in the San Francisco area) but probably could be put into operation
sooner and cheaper. The economics of rapid transit IS a cloudy issue at
the present time in all our cities. HOwever, rising prices and increasing
scarcity of energy supplies requires a move towards buses and trains and
away from private automobiles.

We can extract additional information from Table 5. The fuel consumption
is determined by those entries with dotted lines. Suppose a 747 jet flies
210 passengers coast to coast (3000 miles) with a passenger efficiency Of
25, Thus

PE 25

Gal Fuel

210 x 3000
Gal Fuel

_{210 x 3000 25,200
25

A bus. can transport 22 passengers 3000 miles with a passenger efficiency
of 140. The bus will therefore consume

22 x 3000 = ,470 gallons.
140

Ten buses could transport the same number of passengers as the 747 above.
However the-buses would consume 4700 gallons of fuel while the jet would consume
25,200! Of course, the jet completes the trip 'in about 6 hours while the
buses would require at least 75 hOurs. To cut the transit time by 1/12
requires 5 times, as much fuel.



Another charac.teristIr± which is important Is the ear(yeig capacity (I' a mode

of transportation. To illustrate let. us eompare the carrying cup city of a
lane of traffic and a railroad track. For the lane of traffic, if we assume

an average speed of 40 mph and 4 car lengths between cars, about 2000

will pass a point in an hour. If each car carries 1.5 passengers on the

average, the carrying capacity of each lane of traffic Is about 1000 passengers

per hour. On the other hand, if we assume a commuter train can carry 1200

passengers, and we can safely run a train every 5 minutes or 12 trains per
hour, the carrying capacity of a railroad track is about 15,000 passengers
per hour. Thus, a railroad track has about 5 times the carrying capacity
of a lane of traffic under the assumptions ve have made.

The factors of passenger efficiency, tn. tton time, and (tarrying capacity
all bear on the design of a rapid transit :system. Complex problems rarely
have simple solutions and rapid transit is no exception. it is reasonable to
assume that significant changes in patterns of mass transportation will require
at least a decade, and probably longer, Energy preSsures will surely force

the move to more efficient modes of transportation.

RC ISE S

The program n Appendix A is designed to investigate the energy
flow described in Table 4. Recall that the figures in Table 4
express percentage of gross energy consumption in the United
States in 1970 (64. 5E15 BTU). In the program you will be
asked to Input the overall effiCiencies. Next, assume an annual
percentage decrease In waste for each of the catagories. The

output Is the increase in efficiency due to cutting out waste. Do

an open investigation with this program to see how much we
might he able to increase our consumption of energy without
increasing the supply if reasonable savings can be achieved.
Make any assumptions you need.

2. The 1960 gross consumption of energy in the U.S. was 413.1E15 BTU,
The 1970 value was 64,6E15 BTU.

What was the annual growth in percent?

b. What is the doubling time in years? (Hint: Use

Rule of Seventy-Two)

If the trend continues unchanged, what will he
energy consumption be In 1980 and 1990?



:1. The informal ion below describeN in I lci ail I lic residcin ial
consumpt ion of energy. 15

Consumption
(Trillions of T11)

. Annual Hate
th

1960 1968

Space Healing 6675 ,1 1%

Water Heat ing 1736 5,2
Cooking 556 637 1,7
Clothes Drying 93 10,6

f rigcra 369 692 8.2
Air Condition lug 13,1 /127 15.6
( lther 809 12,11 5.5

Based on the data, is there greatest
opportunity for energy savings?

h. Compare the rate of growth of space heating
with the annual growth in gross energy con-
sumpt ion In 2a. What information does tls
reveal?

c. Formulate a strategy to save energy in
residential use. Be sure to state your
assumptions,

4. The information below describes in detail the commercial
consumption of energy. 16

Consumption
(Trillions of BTU).

Annual Rate
of Growth

1960

Space Heating 3111 4182 3.8%
Water Heating 544 653 2.3
Cooking 98 139 4.5
Refrigeration 534 670 2.9
Air Conditioning 576 1113 8.6
Feed Stock 734 984 3.7
Other 145 1025 28.0

Compare the annual growth figures with the overall increase in
gross comsumption from 2a. What can you conclude? What do you
suppose "other" means? Any suggestions for saving energy?
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5. The Informal ion below duserib s c oilStiniplion of ono y in
.17r:inspori at k

Fuel
Raw Malcrials

C- this data wi
seems to be implied

C(ni:; tirrrirl. Ion

(Tril 1 ns of 11111
An Tiolo
of

1900 .n)s

1043 1503s 4. 1%
141 14ti 0.4

tll the informalion you have pined,
the data?

The supersonic jet transport (SST ) has an uncertain w r fntur
The main advantage is Mach 2.7 (2000 mph) travel.

Use the Information in Table 5 to compute the. fuel,
consumption in gallons per mile for a SST.

b. The airline distance from New York to London Is
3500 miles. A SST could easily be scheduled for
two round trips per day. What would the
fuel requirement be for a SST on such a
schedule? The yearly requireme ?

Comment_ on the feasibility and desireability of a
SST fleet (say 100 aircraft) both with regard to
enertzr demands and as a mode of transportation,

7. One of the newest transportation systems in the U.S. is BART
(Bay Area Rapid Transit). This is a modern, electrified,
computer controlled system. The BART trains are 6 cars long,
each of which can carry 72 passengers.
trains are scheduled every 90 seconds.

ring peak porlod6J,

What is the carrying capacity of BART in pas ng
per hour?

Compare the carrying capacity of BART to that of a
highway, to a railroad.

Based on your answer to Part b, what do you feel is the
best answer to rapid transit? E.xplain.
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The transportation Nils of our 0 limey :try varie,
Typical trips might includetrip to store: 5 blokes; trip
to work: miles ; commute to work: 50 riiiles occasion ai
long trip: 2000 miles. Using the information In Table 5,
design the components of an overall transportation system
which would conserve the maximum amount of energy and
would fit In reasonably well with the habits and demands of
our society.

9. Let us assume that a man can deny r cl 1 lIp for an hour,-
and in this time could ride a bike 15 mile, use the
information in 'Fable 2 to calculate the passenger efficiency
for a bicycle. Compare to (he pa msenger effic lent! ies In

Table 5. 13o prepared for a shock,
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PAI1T V. CO P lviomt AND ENii.Iii(JY

A NA `i!i1NAL IV ODE L

The computer provides a very powerful and Interesting ways to look at
oner17 consumption. We will construct a national power model which
will take two fundamental factors into account. First, tk e Average
yearly growth rate of the population an be determined from data readl.,
available. Also important is the fact that the average power consumpf'.-
per capita has been increasing.

If the census information of the United States is examined from 1790 to
70 we find a mean annual growth of 2.2 %. The rnaxtnuun average

growth over any decade was 3.1%. The minimum average growth over
any decade was 0.7 %© which took place in 1930-1940. Granted these are
crude numbers, but they arc certainly in the range of reason.. If we assume
a 1790 national population of 4 million and a net annual growth of 2. 2%,

the population in 1970 would be 201 million. The census value in 1970
was 203,8 million. Much of the detailed variation in the net growth
caused by immigration, depression, war, etc., is concealed by the simple
comparison, However, we can be reasonably sure that when all factors
are averaged,. the population is growing at 2.2 %© per year.

While the population has been growing, the power consumption per capita
has also been increasing steadily. Averaged over the period 1850 to 1970,
the annual. increase in per capita power consumption is about 1.2%.18
A fundamental law of modern countries seems to be "the mere power a
society consumes, the more it wants to consume!"

With these facts in hand, we can proceed to a simple model which will
enable us to project forward into the future. Let us define the following
factors;

U. S. population (millions)

Net annual growth of population

P - Per capita power consumption (kw)

Net annual growth in P (%)

--- Total power consumption of economy (billions of kw)

The model s quite simple.
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The third equation in (3) contains ,a factor 1000 in the denominator since we
must multiply by 1 million to convert the population entry, and 'dNide by 1
billiOn to convert to billions of kw. Hence, 1 million divided by 1 billion -
1/1000. A BASIC program to describe the national power consumption model
is shown in Fig. 5. The program contains its own instructions and will_be
used in the exercises arthe end of this section.

10l REM, A NAT 'L POVVE
110 PRINT "COREINT- POPULATION I JMILLI

120 INPUT N
130 PRINT "ANNUAL GROWTH OF POPULATION 4% ";
140 INPUT F11
150 PRINT "PER CAPITA POWER CONSUMPTION (KW),
160 INPUT P
170 PRINT "NET ANNUAL GROWTH II PER"
180 PRINT "CAPITA POWER CONSUMPTION,, (%)";
190 INPUT R2 .

200 PRINT "HOW MANY YEARS IN PROJECTION";
-210 INPUT I,
220 PRINT "PRESENT YEAR IS";
230 INPUT T a

240 PRINT
250 PRINT ''YEAR ", "POPULATION ", "PER CAPITA", "TOTAL POWER"
260 PRINT ","(IVIILLIONS)","POWEE","(BILLICMS OF"
270 PRINT ff tf If rf focw)if ,-f/KW)rf

280 PRINT
290 'OR W L
300 LET P1---.134`11/10 6
310 PRINT T,N,i',P1

320
330
340
350
360-

LET- N.---.1i-Ftil*14/100
LET c)--.1:341-12*13/100
LET T,T+1
NEXT
END

40

Fig. 7. A national power od
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MODEL AND PRO G1 A

At the other end of the energy scale from the gross national energy
consumption model Is the model describing a small ern of plants and
US Interaction with sunlight, nutrients, and water to produce biomass.
Nevertheless, since our very existance is predicated on the well-being
such small- biological systems, it night be well in closing to look carefully
at such systems.

e of the streplegt approaches to a biological system ght consider is
a follows. Let I be the input of energy, into the system each day

rri the sun. 111 will. be the mount of biomass present, and N2 -the quan
a minerals and CO2 available to- form biomass. Wip -will-assume that the
biomass is formed at a rate jointly proportional to the amount of minerals
and CO2 present (N2), the amount of sunlight per day (I), and the amount
of biomass '(N1). The proportionality constant is k2.

The biomass undergoes respiration which releases minerals and CO2 at a
rate proportional to the amount of biomass present (I12). The constant of
proportionality is Therefore, the model describing this closed system

follows.

(k1 ne

(1\12)01d hl (N1)old k2I(NOol 2 old

(N ) -F k k (a )
l 2 1 old old 1 1 old

'We note that some biomass (NI) must be present for new material to be
grown, Also, I is zero during hours of_ darkness since photosynthesis
occurs only during daylight hours, The program in Fig. 8 describes the
model,

42
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REN AN EGO 1MODEL
TRENT 'ENERGY INPUT FROM SUN LiDAY
INPUT I

130 PRINT "INITIAL BIOJASS (KG)";
140 INPUT Ni
150 PRINT "GEOWTII CONSTANT";
160 INPUT IC2
170 PRINT "MINERALS & CO2 (KG ) ";
180 INPUT N2
190 PRINT "RESPIRATION CONSTANT";
200 RIPUT KI
210' PRINT "110W MANY DAYS";
220 INPUT L
230 PRINT
240 PRINT
250 PRINT "lAY",''1101113",TSIOIVIASS",' ENTS"
255 PRINT " yr," ti, (KG)"
260 PRINT
270 FOR D-1 TO L
280 FOR II-1 TO 24
290 LET I 1 - 6
300 PRINT D,II,N1,N2
310 IF INT(I-1/12÷.5) <> 1 IIEN 330
32Q' LET I 1 =
330 LET IV12-=N2+KI*1114EVI1 N2
349' LET 1111=N14-K24114`112-K1*N1
350 LET N2-M2
360 LET N1-M1
370 NEXT H
380' NEXT D
390 END

Fig. 8. An ecological energy_m °del.

Certain assumptions have been made in the model. First, we are concerned
with a square meter system containing 50 kilograms of biomass and 500
kilograms of nutrients. (A kilogram is equal to 2,2 pounds). The solar
input into the square meter is 50 Kcal per day, or these assumptions a
reasonable value for the growth constant is 4E-7, with a corresponding
value for the respira 'on constant of 6E-5.
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E1 ERC ES

I. Suppose our national population keeps growing at a net rate
of 2. 2(3, per year, and the demand for power per capita
keeps growing at an annual rate of 1. 2%. Using the program
in Fig. 7, determine what the power consumption of our
economy will be in 1980, 1990 and 2000?

Recall that in 1970 our population was 204
million, and the per capita power consumption
was 10 kw. Express the results for the year
2000 in terms of the 1.970 power Consumption,
and discuss the influence of the figures for the
year 2000.

2. Perhaps we could manage a steady decrease in the new growth
in population of 0.1% each year with the demand for power
increasing as in 1 above. Modify the program in Fig. 7 to
take this into account by adding this line:

342 LET B1-=111-0. 1

Then compute the predictions called for, in Exercise 1.

Repeat Exercise 2 except additionally cut down the rate of
increase in powei- consumption by 0.06% each year by inserting
the line:

344 LET E2 -0. 06

Optional fox:Progyers

4. Use the program in Fig. 7 modified as necessary to
investigate power consumption under any set of assumptions
you desire. Look ahead for the next 4 or 5 decades, and
try to find a scheme which will save power and which has
some chance of being implemented.

Run the program in Fig. S with thei parameter values suggested
in the last paragraph of the text. What is the net production of
biomass per square meter per day?
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What happens to the production of biomass if we move the systern
to a more northerly latitude which cuts down the amount of energy
available from the' sun by, say, 25' Kcal/day?

7 Rerunning the program in Fig. 8, see If you can adjust the
respiration factor to form a balanced system. A balanced system
is one with the same amount of biomass at the end of each day.

If the amount of biomass is changed from the balanced value, does
the system move away from or back toward the balanced values?

Look up typical values of food production per acre and compare to
predictions In Exercise 5. Remember that the model predicts
total biomass production, and the food yield is only a small part
of this. Assume a growing season of 4' months. One acre equals
4047 square meters.
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APPENDIX A



API" Nprx

A PrO n to E- mine EITiciencies

REM 161 °GRAM TO EXAM I NE OVERALL

110 REM EFFICIENCIES OF ECONOMY

120 PRINT "INPUT PRESENT EFFICIENCIES (

130 MINI." .HOUSEHOLD & COMMERCIAL ";

1 40 INPUT. E1
1 SO LET E 1 3E1/100
168 PRINT " TRANSPORTATION ";

170 tNPUr E2
180 .LET .E2zE2 00

190 PRINT " I NDUSTRI AL";

200 INPUT E3:
10 LET E3*E3/1 tie

gee PRINT
230 PRINT "INPUT ANNUAL DECREASE I N WASTE(;)"

240 PRINT " HOUSEHOLD & COMMERCIAL ";

2 50 INPUT r.

260 , LET XsX /1 00

2 70 PRINT: " TRAN PORT ATI 0

220 INPUT Y
290 LET Y=Y 0

300 PRINT " / NDUSTRI AL";

31,14 INPUT Z
320 LET z Z/1 00

330 PRINT "1461 MANY YEARS";

.3 40 INPUT N
350 PRINT
3 60 PRINT
370 PRINT "YEAR" 'EFF C ENCY "

380 PRINT " ", "HOUSEHOLD "0 "TiRANSPORTA1- " NDUSTR1 AL"

390 PRINT " "e "COMMERCI AL", "T I ON"

400 PRINT
410 FOR IX1 TO N
420 PRINT 1411101. E2*100,0E3*100
430 LET E 1 *E1.00( 1 El )

AAA LET .E2KE2.01°,1 Ee )

450 LET E3RE3.Z*(1-E3)
slisci NEXT I
470 END
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